A formuht for the amplitude of multi-body hadronic reaction is proposed which is a generalization of all-angle formula for the two-body hadronic reactions.
Through studies of various two-and multi-body hadronic reactions from a viewpoint of the urbaryon (the constituent of hadron) rearrangement model, it has been clarified that the most prominent features. of the reactions, such as the s-dependence of cross sections, the existence or absence of forward and backward peaks, dip-bump structures, can be reduced to several types of the urbaryon rearrangement amplitudes (UR amplitudes) corresponding to the urbaryon rearrangement diagrams (UR diagrams) . 1 Recently an all-angle formula for the amplitudes of the two-body hadronic reactions at high energies has been proposed. 8 ' The formula can well reproduce the Regge-like behavior including phase factors in the forward regions as well as power behavior s-Nf((}) in the large momentum transfer region. The formula can also describe the UR amplitudes in the intermediate region around the critical momentum transfer t."' -2 Ge V2. 8 >, 4 
>
In this paper we generalize the all-angle formula to the multi-body hadronic reactions. 5 l In the next section a generalized all-angle formula for the UR amplitudes of multi-body reactions a+ b----'> 1 + 2 + · · · + n is constructed. Some characteristic properties of the UR amplitude are discussed in § 3. In § 4 we examine the case of final three-body reactions in terms of the proposed UR amplitudes. Some remarks and discussion are given in § 5. § 2. Urbaryon rearrangement amplitudes for multi-body reactions
In this section, on the basis of several assumptions 6 l we propose a formula for the amplitudes of hadronic reaction a+b----'>1+2+ ... +n. (1) (i) Additivity assumption:
The amplitude of the hadronic reaction (1) is given by a sum of the UR amplitudes: (2) where Sab=i+ma 4 +mb 4 [Ha] (a: channels composed of two ·hadrons i and j) for the processes (1) with n>3. The UR diagrams are divided broadly into two types. They are referred to as connected type or disconnected type according as n,='\=0 for all channels or n. = 0 for at least one channel where n, is the number of remaining urbaryons from the pair creations and/or annihilations in the channel ,u (Fig. 1) . 
(iii) Factorizability assumption of connected types:
In the case of the connected UR diagram the UR amplitude-
factorized into a product of the overlapping integrals corresponding to urbaryon lines : 3 
" where sa= (P•+ P 1i (i~j; i,j=a, b, 1, 2, ···, n) and
In (3), primed multiplication symbol II~ means that the factor should be taken over the channel a which is composed of two hadrons i and j connected by urbaryon lines. The parameter ~iJ -I is related to the value of overlapping integral at zero momentum transfer, and AiJ is the scaling parameter for, large momentum transfer region and is connected to the mass of urbaryon inside hadron. 3 l The multiplication rrfl in ( 4) is taken over the coupled channels {i with a which have one hadron in common with the channel a. In the following a channel is said to be coupled with a when it involves one hadron common with channel a (Fig. 2 ).
(iv) Correlation function:
Since hadrons i and j are separated into different sides of the channels {i coupled with channel a, the urbaryon rearranged from hadron i to hadron j necessarily passes through the channels {3. The rearranged urbaryon receives an effect of correlation among nfl urbaryons propagating in the channel {i (e.g., see Fig. 2 ). Function rn~(sfl) in (4) represents the degree of correlation effect on the urbaryon rearranged.
In the region of small momentum transfer 0> sf! 2sfl, (sf!, is a critical momentum transfer and about -2 Ge V 2 ) , the nfl urbaryons have strong correlation and are described as a composite hadron or hadron's system showing the Regge-like behaviour. In this region the function behaves as (5) where an~ (sf!) =an~ (0) +a' sf! is the Regge trajectory of the composite system of nfl urbaryons and a' is a universal slope.
In the large momentum transfer region J sf!/> J sf!, J, the correlation among the nfl urbaryons is neglected. and its derivative r'· Therefore, the effects of correlations in the P'-channel to the overlapping integral in the a-channel disappear. This is verified in (4) by
From (5) and (6) 
where d represents the width of transition region around sp. (Fig. 3 ).
(v) UR amplitudes of disconnected types:
In the case of disconnected UR diagram, there is a channel through which no urbaryons are rearranged, namely, ~~:-channel as shown in Fig. 1 
k=l (2-rrYEk where Pi and P 1 are the initial and final total four momenta, respectively.
In the case of two-body reactions (n = 2), a pair of external hadrons compose the same channel as that of remainder two external hadrons. For example, both pairs of hadrons a+ 1 and b + 2 compose, the t-channeL Therefore, in this case we define n. =nab+ n12, fit= fia1 + fib2 and flu= fia2 + nbl· By taking into account this situation, the connected type UR ampli.tude (3) for the two-body reactions becomes
~1-T (s t u)
and the disconnected type amplitude (8) leads to the D-type UR amplitude for two-body scattering:
The formulae (10) and (11) are all-angle formulae just introduced in Ref.
3). The disconnected type UR amplitude (8) contributes only: to the small ls.l region and decreases rapidly (exponentially) with increasing ls.l, just as in two-body elastic scattering where the diffraction occurs only in the small Itl region. On the other hand, if lst~l>lst~,l for all· channels coupled with a, the connected type UR amplitudes show power behaviour: (12) where multiplication is taken over the channel a with !sal ');>~, 1 )., 1 • For spectator urbaryons which do not change their momenta (shown by straight lines of UR diagrams in Fig. 10 ), I sal ~)., 1 and the corresponding factors give only constant factors ~i/'''· Therefore, the UR amplitude has gentle s-dependence in the region where the number of spectator urbaryons is large or the number of rearranged urbaryons nR (non spectator urbaryons) is small, and the UR amplitude dominates there at high energies. Since most of contributions to the integrated cross section come from this region, the s-dependence of integrated cross section is determined by the possibly smallest number of nR denoted as nR (min).
In the region where the transverse momentum is sufficiently large compared with the longitudinal momentum, the squared energies for the channels composed of two external hadrons are approximated as and s,i-:::::·PTtPTJ · (1-cos e,,). It is interesting to study the power behaviour of PT-distribution in the large PT region. where j is a final hadron which 'gives the smallest N.
(15) § 4. Urbaryon rearrangement amplitudes for processes a+ b~ I+ 2 + 3
In this section we study the UR amplitudes proposed in § 2 for the processes a+b~1+2+3:
and where M and B denote meson and baryon, respectively. In these processes, there are ten channels specified by the variables shown in Table I . The coupled channels are shown in ' (16) u, Fig. 4 , where the two channels connected by a t 2 line are coupled to each other. Table I . Channel variables for the processes a+b~1+2+3. 
4-1 UR amplitudes
For processes (16) and (17) [n,,] = [n.,n.,n.,n .. n.,n .. n.,n.,n.,n,.] occurs that n81 = 0 and s1>0, then the amplitude T n, (s, · · ·, u4) is zero and it is discarded.
The UR amplitudes (3) and (8) for the processes (16) and (17) are reduced to the two-body reaction UR amplitudes multiplied by a pole factor in the quas~-two-body region becomes around Re (~iJAt 1).
UR amplitude T H, (s, · · ·, u4)
where where the channel variable of non-exotic channel For example, in the region with s1"'-' (AMM~MM) the becomes Thus the UR amplitude has desirable property just expected by the UR diagram as illustrated in Fig. 7 .
4-2 Characteristic behaviour of UR amplitude in longitudinal phase space plot
The characteristic features of the amplitudes appear above all in the longitudinal momentum PL distributions. In order to see these features, it is helpful to use the longitudinal phase space plot proposed by Van Hove. Taking ideal processes. to which only one type of UR amplitude contributes, we calculate the (!)-distributions. The results calculated at incident momentum PLAB = 10 Ge V / c are given in Fig. 9 . Masses of mesons and baryons are assumed to be those of pion and nucleon, respectively. As is seen from these figures, various patterns of (!)-distribution correspond to various types of UR. To what region of w a UR amplitude dominantly contributes is determined by nR. The nR is the number of re~rranged urbaryons which remain after removing the spectator urbaryons. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 for the ~ type UR diagram.
The energy dependence of the (!)-distribution d6/ dw is various in different (J) and for different UR type. Generally in the vertex regions of the hexagon, the s-dependence is more gentle than in the intermediate regions., This corresponds to the two-body_ reactions where the forward and backward cross sections have s-dependence weaker than the cross section in intermediate regions.
Here we note the essential difference between the connected UR amplitudes
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Pr(GeV!c) Fig. 12 . dfl/dpr for mesons (dashed curves) and baryons (full curves).. and the disconnected ones. The disconnected UR has a large contribution in a rather limited region and decreases very rapidly -outside the region.
For several processes, the calculated ())-distributions are compared with experimental drJid(J) 10 l in Fig. 11. 
4-3 Transverse momentum distributions
Although PT distributions have some varieties for different ()) regions and for different UB. types, they show essentially the same behaviour except for the disconnected type UR in the large PT region (PT>2GeVIc). In 
4-4 The s-dependence of integrated cross sections
The s-dependence of integrated cross sections are shown in Fig. 15 . Since the dominan.t contribution to the integrated cross section (J comes from the region where the number of the rearranged urbaryons nR takes a minimum value, the s-dependence of (J is determined by minimum of nR. In Fig. 16 , the exponents A of the s-dependence given by (Jocs-A are summarized versus minimum of nR.
From Fig. 16 we obtain a result for the reaction a+b~1+2+3 that 
Comparison of the s-dependence of (J with several experimental data 15 l is made in Fig. 17 . Since in the lower energy region it is expected that the contributions of the UR amplitudes with larger nR (min) become equivalent to or larger than those of lower nR (min), the experiments at higher energies are desired to examine the s-dependence of integrated cross sections in terms of the UR amplitudes. § 5. Remarks
As have been studied in the. preceding sections, the proposed multi-body UR amplitudes have expected properties in various aspects such as longitudinal and transverse momentum distributions and the s-dependence, although extensive comparison with the experimental data is still under way.
Here we shall note some remarks on the UR amplitudes. The first remark is concerned with the question within what scope the present UR amplitudes are valid. We have introduced in Ref.
3) the sign function f (-sa) in front of parameter ~ii of F(sa). Instead we introduce the imaginary part of the parameter ~iJ• The function F(sa) behaves as the Breit-Wigner one level formula with decay width Im (AiJ~£ 1 ). In practice, however, there are many resonant states if the sa-channel has no exotic quantum numbers. In this case it is required to introduce amplitudes having more proper behaviour in the midst of the resonance region I sa, [:2':sa>O. The multi-body Veneziano amplitudes represent many-resonance structure although the amplitudes do not work well when the baryons are involved.
The amplitudes of peripheral model obtained by taking the resonance correlations in the impact parameter representation have succeeded in explaining the behaviour of experimental features in the small-momentum transfer regions. 16 l The UR amplitudes proposed here may be considered. to represent only the averaged behaviour in this region. On the other hand, in the large-momentum transfer region, the multi-body Veneziano amplitudes cannot give power behaviour PiN. Furthermore, the Veneziano amplitudes take account of correlations among only a few channels just as the literal sense of "duality", contrary to the UR amplitudes which take correlations over all coupled channels.
The second remark is related to the difference of physical contents between the connected type and disconnected type of UR diagrams. In the two-body hadronic reactions there exist qualitative differences between diffractive and nondiffractive amplitudes. The diffractive amplitude has no or very weak s-dependence and 'exponential t-dependence, while the non-diffractive amplitudes have s-N (N>O) dependence and power behaviour of s and t in the large-momentum transfer regions. If we apply the connected type formula (3) for the diffraction amplitude, we obtain an amplitude with the following properties: (a) Pure real, (b) power behaviour for large t and (c) unwanted exotic peaks in backward scattering. These facts suggest that the UR amplitude of disconnected type should be treated on a different footing from that of connected one. The UR amplitude of disconnected type ( 4) (:1? 1 ) and Ji (J 1 ) are the total parity and total angular momentum of one of the initial hadrons (system of final hadrons connected to the initial hadron), respectively. This is a generalization of Morrison's rule 17 l and may be natural assumption .since no urbaryons are rearranged through the disconnected channel IC and any intrinsic quantum number is not carried through the channel.
Finally we shall give a conjecture respecting the inclusive reactions. Since the inclusive reactions are· summations of various multi-body reactions, the characteristic behaviour in the longitudinal and transverse momentum distributions observed in § § 3 and 4 is expected to appear also for the calculated inclusive cross sections. Futhermore, on the basis of Mueller's theorem/ 8 l the inclusive cross sections are related to the discontinuity of three-body elastic scattering amplitudes. In our model, the three-body scattering amplitudes are given by the sum of the UR amplitudes for six-body reactions. We can expect again the similar behaviour of momentum distributions for inclusive cross sections to that of exclusive cross sections. Here we note that the discontinuity of the UR amplitudes for three-body elastic scattering should be taken as 
